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lay a number of long wooden poles, their ends fashioned like the
prows of the local  canoes.    From the pillars hung framed
wooden panels of twisted cord skilfully interwoven in primitive
designs.    The floor is of crushed coral.    A few typical elderly
natives awaited us here and served us with coco-nut milk, a cool
refreshing beverage.    These men were examples of a debased
humanity, with repugnant features and of degraded appearance.
They were almost completely naked, disfigured by scars and
tattooing,  their mouths  deformed by the habit of betel-nut
chewing, their hair fuzzy and unkempt with an adornment of
crude hairpins of bone or wood and feathers.    They appeared
extremely dirty, timid and almost wanting in intelligence.    A
few young men who joined us were however very superior to the
elders, having gained in physique and understanding from the
physical, moral and hygienic training of the Japanese who have
succeeded in interesting some of the younger generation in
sports and works of social regeneration.
But in spite of this partial success amongst the young men the
Japanese task in Yap must be a depressing one. The children
attend school but revert, their course over, to ignorance and
savagery. During their lessons they wear neat uniform gar-
ments, but the schoolmasters told me that the moment that the
working hours are over they take them off, roll them up and
proceed naked to their homes ; nor do they put them on again
till the schoolroom is visited on the next occasion. They acquire
the Japanese language and apparently this remains fixed in their
memories, but the rest of their education is forgotten. I visited
the principal school where there were a large number of both
boys and girls—a rather pathetic gathering of evidently very
unintelligent and delicate children.
But the most remarkable feature of the island of Yap is its
currency.
The islands of the Caroline Archipelago are either of coral or
basalt formation and great must have been the surprise of the
men of Yap when, venturing 300 miles to the west in their frail
canoes, they came upon an island in the Pelew (Palau) group of
entirely different nature—volcanic rock. To them this unknown
stone must have appeared of miraculous origin and they brought
back with them to Yap specimens of their discovery. At what
period this occurred it is impossible even to surmise.
Barter alone existed in the islands. Coco-nuts were exchanged
for taro and fish for breadfruit, and in many places this continues

